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needed and appreciated disaster
relief—all in the name of Jesus. But
now, in these early years of the 21st
century, the organized, visible
church at large seems to be turning
a deaf ear to a spiritual disaster of

epic proportions. 
Tens of millions of North

Americans, whose numbers have
been carefully documented and
studied by many scholars, authors
and sociologists, no longer attend a
brick-and-mortar church. Tens of
millions feel so battered and
bruised by past encounters with a
congregation or denomination,
they now self-identify as Christians
who are none (they refuse to be a
member of any earthly religious
institution) and done (they never
again intend to darken the door of
a brick-and-mortar church). 
Tens of millions believe that

Christendom at large, in the United
States and Canada, has
marginalized them and in some
cases even abandoned them. Some
of these “least of these” are none

and done because they were
offended—while some feel
they were used and some even
feel they were abused.  Some
of these “least of these” are
none and done because they
feel manipulated and deceived
by big-business religion—they
believe they were misled.
People in the universal body

of Christ are in need of repair
today—where are the spiritual
paramedics and emergency

medical technicians? 
Sadly, the knee-jerk response of

many churches and pastors about
those who are no longer occupying a
space in their buildings is that these
former members and attendees are
slackers, lazy, indolent and self-
centered.
Sirens announcing rescue and

repair personnel en route to
spiritually help and heal (not to
mention offering necessary
apologies—requesting forgiveness)
ought to be resounding throughout
every village and hamlet, and every
suburb and metropolitan area. But
there seems to be no rush to tend
to the battered and bruised brick-
and-mortar churches have left in
their wake.  

More Than Just One Sheep Has Left
the Building!

See that you do not despise one of these
little ones. For I tell you that their angels

in heaven always see the face of my
Father in heaven. What do you think? If

a man owns a hundred sheep, and one
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“…whatever you did for one of the least
of these my brothers and sisters of mine,
you did for me” (Matthew 25:40).

aint Francis of Assisi,
according to an old story,
was praying in a dilapidated
church that was in desperate
need of repair. As he was

praying he heard a voice saying,
“Francis, go and repair my church
which is falling into ruin.” Francis
immediately went to get his tool
chest, and then he heard the voice
again, “Not the bricks, Francis. The
people are in need of repair.” 
Throughout its history the

Christian faith has prioritized its
missions to help and rescue those
who are physically least, last and
lost. The legacy of two thousand
years of Christianity includes
exemplary efforts such as the
myriad of schools, colleges and
hospitals that have been founded,
built and staffed, while ministries
like the Salvation Army and so
many others have provided deeply
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A
youth group from a
prosperous North American
suburb volunteered to help a

pastor serve meals in an inner-city
soup kitchen. Before this experience,
most of these young people had
only seen homeless people through
their car windows as they and their
family happened to drive through a
poor part of town. 
It was just before Thanksgiving,

and the young people served a hot
meal of beans, turkey, mashed
potatoes and yams to a long line of
people. As they filed past these
young people filling empty plates
with generous servings, few of the
homeless people made any eye
contact with the young people who
were serving the free meal, and only
a few mumbled a “thank you.”  
Then, after the meal was finished,

and after all the impoverished
people enjoyed a delicious meal, the
young people from the prosperous
suberb washed all the pots, pans and
dishes. It was a long, hard day for
the young people, and before their
bus picked them up to take them
home, the pastor sat them down
and asked them about their
impressions of their day of service.
The young people were

exhausted.  No one responded until
finally one girl spoke up and said,
“I really didn’t like being here—it
made me uncomfortable. And then,
after all our work, I guess I would

have liked the people we served to be a
little more grateful.”
The people she and her friends

served were poorly dressed, some
had not bathed for a long time and
many of them smelled. Some of
them seemed slightly deranged, or
perhaps even high. They didn’t
smile or act happy because they had

little to smile or be happy about. 
The young lady was right—she

and all her friends worked hard all
day and they received little, if any,
appreciation for their work.
Have you ever felt that way? Have

you given expecting to be thanked
in return, only to receive little or no
recognition for what you have done?
That’s really the story of life, isn’t

it? As husbands and wives, when
we look back on our marriage we
realize that not only did we fail to
express our appreciation on many
occasions, but we know there were
many times when we were
disappointed when our spouse
failed to thank us. 
How about parenting? If you

expect your child will thank you for
each and every act of selfless and
sacrificial love you express toward
them, then forget about becoming a
parent. Don’t hold your breath—it
will never happen, will it?
Let’s be fair—we didn’t express

enough thanksgiving to our
parents, and in turn, as the cycle of
life continues, our children will not
express all the gratitude we as
parents hope for. But here’s the
question—do we give thanks only
as we receive a “thank you”? Is the
purpose of giving to be gratified
with the thankfulness of the person
to whom we give? 

What about generosity without
expectations?
The grace of God is given,

without any pay-back on our part.
The grace of God is lavished on us
even though God is fully aware we
are incapable of realizing the
implications of his grace and
responding in kind. God’s grace is

generosity without expectations. 
This dynamic is the reason that

so many people don’t get God’s
grace to begin with. When they
hear that God does not love in
direct proportion to obedience, then
many assume that if grace describes
God he is setting himself up for
disappointment. 
After all, if there are no

conditions to God’s love and grace,
what’s to stop human beings from
taking and taking and receiving
and receiving—without ever truly
deserving God’s grace and without
ever truly giving God the
thanksgiving he deserves? 
Indeed, that’s what unconditional

love means. It means that God’s
love and grace just keeps coming,
because that’s his nature—his
generosity does not come with
strings attached, his generosity
does not stop if and when people
fail to appropriately give him
thanks.  

Giving with expectation of a

return of some kind is not

grace—it’s a business proposition.  
On our part, generosity without

expectations means that our giving
—our service—should not be
measured in exact proportion to
gratitude we receive. We don’t treat
others with respect and generosity
only when we have a reasonable
expectation they will return our
kindness and gifts, but rather, we
love others indiscriminately.  
If we are truly in Christ and he is

in us, then we will live lives of
generosity without expectations. q

—Greg Albrecht

Join us for the complete message

“Grace Without Expectations” at the
audio teaching ministry of Christianity
Without the Religion, the week of 
November 19, 2017.

Generosity Without Expectations



of them wanders away, will he not

leave the ninety-nine on the hills and

go to look for the one who wandered

off? (Matthew 18:12)
Some scholars believe the

number of people in North
America who no longer attend a
brick-and-mortar church has now
eclipsed the number of attending
church members. 
If these estimates are correct,

more of the flock, at least the
visible flock that Christendom at
large identifies as Christians, are
gone (from four-walled enclosures)
than remain! No one will doubt
that the numbers who have
“wandered away” far exceed one
percent. 
Thus in North America today we

have tens of millions of formerly
churched people. Religion at large
often categorizes these people as 
un-churched, but these tens of
millions of people are de-churched. 
Un-churched best describes people

who never attended a church
building, but these little ones who 
no longer attend are de-churched—
folks who left because of something
that happened in the church.  
Little ones who were formerly-

churched either voluntarily left or
they were informed they were no
longer welcome in a brick-and-
mortar church. These little ones who
are de-churched are being called
none and done Christians—none
(because they are not members of
any earthly religious institution)
and done (because they never again
intend to darken the door of a 
brick-and-mortar church).
Many of these little ones remain

Christians, in spite of what has
happened to them—some of them
even say that they now realize they
had to leave their hell-on-earth
experience called “a church” in
order to remain or become
Christian. 
These little ones believe themselves

to be just as Christian as someone
who frequently attends a church
building. Is “the church” falling
into ruin today? 
People normally speak of church

as a place to which they “go” and a
building they “attend.” But is that
usage appropriate to define the
church? Is church, as biblically
defined, primarily identified as a
building and an entity whose
members devote themselves to its
dogma, doctrine, liturgy and
practices? Is that what “the church”
is? Consider these two distinctions: 
“A” church—an incorporated

spiritual/religious entity, located in
time and space, on a piece of real
estate, in one or more buildings
specifically dedicated (some would
say “made holy”) as “a” church.
“A” church might be one specific
group of people (a congregation) or
a number of groups that band
together (a denomination). 

“The” Church—the universal
body of Jesus Christ, not isolated
by or confined within one
denomination. The body of Jesus
Christ transcends and defies
doctrinal creeds and dogmas. The
universal body of Christ is both
visible and invisible—it is visible

because it can be seen and known
and it is invisible because it defies
membership data maintained by
“a” church. 
While membership and

attendance in “a” church is
optional for Christ-followers, all
Christ-followers are, by the grace of
God, members of The Church—

the universal body of Christ.
Church, for Christ-followers, is far
more than a place to which they
travel and a building they attend, if
they choose to do so. Church, for

Christ-followers, is what they are. 

Other Sheep

“I have other sheep that are not of this

sheep pen” (John 10:16)

During Jesus’ ministry, the Jewish
religious authorities thought they
had a monopoly on God’s work on
earth, but Jesus assured the Pharisees
(John 10:1) that he had “other sheep
that are not of this sheep pen” (John
10:16). Jesus is one shepherd over all
his flock, and while some of his
sheep think they are the only
members of his flock, Jesus has
“other sheep” that are invisible and
unknown to visible forms of church
buildings, membership databases and
institutional organizations.  
In the Old Testament, the heart of

God is revealed toward the least,
the lost and the last with the
continual repetition that the people
of God never forget the stranger (or
sojourner), the fatherless and the
widow. These people were among
the most “at risk” and “vulnerable”
in that economy. These people were
disenfranchised, alienated and
homeless in many cases—they had
little or no power, money or
influence, but they were God’s little
people. “He heals the
brokenhearted and binds up their
wounds” (Psalm 147:3).
In the New Testament that same

emphasis and illustration of the
heart of God is embodied in 
Jesus, God in the flesh, who
demonstrated his concern for the
least, the last and the lost. By
contrast, the religious professionals
of Jesus’ day were primarily
concerned that their followers

Continued from page 1
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bring honor to their religion. Jesus,
however, associated with those
who were regarded as embarrassing
losers, people whom the religious
establishment discounted.  
Jesus ministered to the hungry

and the thirsty, the diseased and
sick, the poor and the desperate,
the naked and the despised and the
imprisoned. They were all the little
ones—the least, the last and the lost.  
And Jesus, of course, loved little

children—a revolutionary value in
a culture where children were
themselves regarded as least and
last. Jesus told us that we must be
changed and transformed
spiritually so that we might become
God’s spiritual children (Matthew
18:3). John told us that those who
receive Jesus are “given the right to
become children of God—children
not born of natural descent, nor of
a human decision or husband’s
will, but born of God” (John 1:13). 
For more than one reason, many

Christ-followers have left
traditional buildings and
traditional ways of “doing church.”
Many are spiritual refugees, who
have been adrift in a sea of
confusion after their own
denominational ship was
shipwrecked or even after they
were thrown overboard by the

church they used to attend. 

A Grandiose Building & a Poor Widow

In the 12th chapter of Mark, we find
Jesus in the temple of Herod with his
disciples. The temple of Herod was a
magnificent structure, constructed
on the largest man-made platform 
in the ancient world. Mount Moriah
in Jerusalem was turned into a
massive foundation of about 145
acres (approximately the size of 24
football fields). Architects from
Rome, Greece and Egypt supervised
the construction—including the
precise carving of massive blocks,
which when they were installed,
were further ground and chiseled
into precise joints. The Herodian
temple was an unbelievable sight. 
As Jesus was teaching in this

magnificent temple he said to a
“large crowd [who] listened to him
with delight” (Mark 12:37):
“Watch out for religious scholars.

They love to walk around in academic

gowns, preening in the radiance of
public flattery, basking in prominent

positions, sitting at the head table at

every church function. And all the time
they are exploiting the weak and

helpless. The longer their prayers, the
worse they get. But they’ll pay for it in

the end.

Sitting across from the offering box,

he was observing how the crowd tossed
money in for the collection.  Many of
the rich were making large
contributions. One poor widow came
up and put in two small coins—a
measly two cents. Jesus called his
disciples over and said, ‘The truth is
that this poor widow gave more to the
collection than all the others put
together. All the others gave what
they’ll never miss; she gave
extravagantly what she couldn’t afford
—she gave her all.” (Mark 12:38-44,
The Message Bible). 
Jesus was teaching within this

opulent and lavish temple, a
massive religious edifice, but Jesus
didn’t take time to marvel at the
stained glass windows or the
remarkable architecture. Inside the
lavish and opulent temple Jesus
pointed out a defenseless, preyed-
upon woman who was in religious
bondage. Jesus pointed out one of
these little ones. Widows were
among the most vulnerable in that
society, the poorest of the poor. 
This woman was being abused by

an unrelenting religious system that

demanded more and more money in
order to feed its insatiable appetites—
the NIV translated verse 40 as
saying these religious professionals
“devour widows’ houses” (Mark
12:40). 

Jesus was teaching within this opulent and lavish temple, a massive religious edifice,
but Jesus didn’t take time to marvel at the stained glass windows or the remarkable
architecture.… Jesus pointed out a defenseless woman who was in religious bondage.



So this widow comes to the
temple disadvantaged by her
poverty and her vulnerability. At
worst she is abused, at best she is
pitied. Ironically, this story of this
little person, this poor woman who
was no doubt browbeaten and
shamed into giving so that big
elaborate religious buildings could
be constructed and maintained is
often used today by preachers and
religious fundraisers—telling their
followers to go and do likewise—to
give of all they have, to a religious
institution or cause.  

It’s so easy to miss what Jesus is

actually teaching here in this

story of the poor widow woman,

who out of her poverty, put in

everything, all she had to live on!
Christ-less religion often places a
premium on brick-and-mortar
buildings where they hold their
services and ceremonies—they have
fundraising programs so that they
can build grandiose buildings,
supposedly in God’s honor.
But who is this God to whom 

they dedicate these outlandishly
extravagant religious buildings?  
It seems as if many of these
extravagant and ostentatious
religious monuments are dedicated
to human vanity and pride—some
of the dogmas and doctrines and
values taught and practiced within
big religious buildings are far from
the humble ministry of Jesus, when
he declared his love and affection
for the little people, “the least of
these brothers of mine.” 
In this magnificent religious

building a poor widow came, truly
one of the little people, and gave an
offering of “a measly two cents.”
Following Jesus’ warning about the
exploitation of the weak and helpless
by religious professionals, with the
poor widow serving as an example,
the 13th chapter of Mark begins…
As he walked away from the Temple,

one of his disciples said, “Teacher, look

at that stonework! Those buildings!”
Jesus said, “You’re impressed by this

grandiose architecture? There is not a

stone in the whole works that is not
going to end up in a heap of rubble”

(Mark 13:1-2, The Message Bible). 

Where Two Or Three are Gathered
“For where two or three gather in my

name, there I am with them” (Matthew
18:20)
Time and time again Jesus

revealed his love by ministering to
the physically and spiritually
vulnerable, oppressed, imprisoned,
impoverished and blind. Jesus’
esteem for the least of these is, of
course, in direct opposition with
the value placed on things and
people by our society. 
Have you recognized that there

seems to no longer be any such
thing as “small?” If you manage to
save up enough money for a coffee
at Starbucks, you will find three
sizes of coffee—Tall, Grande and
Venti. Tall is the smallest size,
Grande is the medium size and Venti
the largest. The word “small” is not
in sight at Starbucks (or at many
other retail establishments) because
when something or someone is
considered small or little, by the
values of our culture, that
something or someone has little or
no worth. 
That value is very much present

within the world of religion—
people are impressed by big religious
buildings, cathedrals and giant,
warehouse-like mega-churches. No
one wants to tell a friend that they
study the Bible and pray with two or
three others (and Jesus!) around
their kitchen table. People like to
tell their friends that they attend a
big church with four services every
Sunday, with a total of 15,000 or
more in attendance.  
Christ-less religion is all about size

and numbers—and that’s part of the
requirements and duties oppressive
religion demands of its followers.
What does Christ-less religion,
impressed and driven by numbers,
demand? Its demands include: Read
the Bible more.  Pray more. Get your

posterior in the pew more often. Spend

more time being involved with church
programs and activities. Work harder

trying to be what God wants you to be.
Give more money to the church. Get

more new people to come to our church. 
Size matters in Christ-less religion.

For Christ-less religion, big is better,
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small is meaningless and

inconsequential. By contrast, and
what a contrast it is—the least of
these are continuously highlighted
in the Gospels. 
These little ones we read about in

the Gospels who are least, last and
lost were insignificant when
measured by the traditional values of
what made someone important or
worthy.  They weren’t well-known—
they blended into the background—
but Jesus knew them, saw them and
ministered to them.

Our loving heavenly Father, 
Thank you for your inclusive love.

Thank you for the love you have for all
of your children, including your “other
sheep.”  
You love the stranger, the alien, the

homeless and the disenfranchised. You

love the fatherless and the widows, the

sick, disease-ridden and malnourished.
You love those who are impoverished
and oppressed.  

You love those who have been
victimized by big business enterprises,
whether secular or religious. Jesus

speaks of little people as his brethren,

of his love for the “least of these
brothers of mine.”

Fill us with the mind of Christ that
our hearts might overflow with the

compassion and concern of Jesus, for

the little people, the least of these, the
brothers and sisters of Jesus. 

In the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. q

“God resists, refuses, rejects the
proud. but he delivers himself
up, he gives himself totally to
the humble and little. Not only 
does he not resist them, but 
he cannot refuse them anything.”
—Brennan Manning



Count your health 

instead of your wealth;

Love your neighbor 
as much as yourself.
—Author Unknown

Thankful Thoughts

“Hem your blessings with thankfulness
so they don’t unravel.”—Author
Unknown

“I would maintain that thanks are the
highest form of thought, and that
gratitude is happiness doubled by
wonder.”—G.K. Chesterton

“To speak gratitude is courteous and
pleasant, to enact gratitude is generous
and noble, but to live gratitude is to
touch Heaven.”—Johannes A. Gaertner

“Feeling gratitude and not expressing it
is like wrapping a present and not giving

it.”—William Arthur Ward

“You say, ‘If I had a little more, I should
be very satisfied.’ You make a mistake.

If you are not content with what you
have, you would not be satisfied if it

were doubled.”—Charles H. Spurgeon

“We tend to forget that happiness

doesn’t come as a result of getting
something we don’t have, but rather of

recognizing and appreciating what we
do have.”—Frederick Koenig

“Do not spoil what you have by desiring
what you have not; remember that what

you now have was once among the
things you only hoped for.”—Epicurus

Editor’s note:

May these poems, prayers and

ponderings about thanksgiving and
gratitude be an encouraging
reference at Thanksgiving and
throughout the year.

Thanksgiving Prayer

For each new morning
with its light,
For rest and shelter of the night,
For health and food,
For love of friends,
For everything 
Thy goodness sends.
For flowers that bloom 
about our feet,
For tender grass, 
so fresh, so sweet,
For song of bird and hum of bee,
For all things fair we hear or see,
Father in heaven, we thank Thee!
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

An Irish Blessing

Count your blessings 
instead of your crosses;

Count your gains 
instead of your losses.

Count your joys 
instead of your woes;

Count your friends 
instead of your foes.

Count your smiles 
instead of your tears;

Count your courage 

instead of your fears.
Count your full years 

instead of your lean;
Count your kind deeds 

instead of your mean.
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“God has two dwellings; one in heaven,

and the other in a meek and thankful

heart.”—Izaak Walton

“Thanksgiving is nothing if not a glad
and reverent lifting of the heart to God
in honor and praise for His goodness.”
— Robert Casper Lintner

“Gratitude is a quality similar to
electricity: it must be produced and
discharged and used up in order to exist
at all.”—William Faulkner

“A basic law: the more you practice the
art of thankfulness, the more you have to
be thankful for.”—Norman Vincent Peale

“In the past I always thought of
gratitude as a spontaneous response to
the awareness of gifts received, but now
I realize that gratitude can also be lived
as a discipline. The discipline of
gratitude is the explicit effort to

acknowledge that all I am and all I have

is given to me as a gift of love, a gift to
be celebrated with joy.”—Henri Nouwen

“Make it a habit to tell people thank
you. To express your appreciation,
sincerely and without the expectation of
anything in return. Truly appreciate
those around you, and you’ll soon find
many others around you. Truly
appreciate life, and you’ll find that you
have more of it.”—Ralph Marston

“An amazing thing happens when we

offer praise and thanksgiving to God.
When we give God enjoyment, our own

hearts are filled with joy.”—William Law

Give Thanks With a Grateful Heart
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Thank God!

T
he black SUV barreled past two stop
signs and into the intersection, where it
walloped the rear left side of my aging

Honda CRV hard enough to spin it around
180 degrees. No one was injured in either car.
The CRV wasn’t so lucky. The guy at the
collision shop shook his head. It was totaled.
Just minutes before the accident, I had been

pondering my 175,000 mile Honda. Sure, it
might run for another 100,000 miles, but over
the last couple of years, repairs had been
costly. I wasn’t looking forward to selling it
and buying something else. And then BAM! 
As I searched for an economical used car, I

mentioned a couple of brands to our neighbor,
Bill, who is also our mechanic. He winced, and
suggested a more reliable brand. Slim chance, I
thought. They’re either too spendy or have
mileage higher than my dear departed Honda.
But I searched online and found a model Bill
recommended with only 12,000 miles and for
less money than I anticipated. I test-drove it
the next morning. Bill checked it out and was
impressed. It should last as long as my driving
capabilities. Maybe longer. 
So, thank God there were no injuries. Thank

God both parties had insurance. Thank God the
other driver’s car could be repaired. Thank God
for my neighbor’s helpful insight. Thank God for
the lady who apparently kept the car I would
eventually buy in her garage for seven years.
But wait—what if there had been injuries?

What if I had let my insurance lapse? What if
Bill had been on vacation? What if I had
bought a lemon? Would I thank God then? 
Giving thanks usually works like this: You

receive something called a blessing. It’s usually
a thing we believe makes us happy (both the
NT Greek word for blessing and the English
word are related to happiness). If we believe the
thing makes us happy, we deem it to be good,
and reciprocate by giving thanks (for a
discussion on this topic, see Greg Albrecht’s
cover article on blessings in the May 2017
Plain Truth). After all, we reason, if we fail to
give thanks for the good thing, God might get
offended and withhold future good things.

The opposite of a blessing is another kind of
thing—one that we think makes us unhappy.
Let’s call it adversity (superstitious folks might
call it a curse). We don’t tend to thank God for
these things, as if this might prompt him to
send us more adversity. We sure don’t want
that, because we believe our happiness is
conditional on external things (although Jesus
clearly says otherwise in Matthew 5:3-12).
In the minutes after my accident, was my

first impulse to thank God? Not really—other
than maybe thanking him for the parties not
being injured. Back home, sitting in our living
room, I began to realize that this particular
adversity might have a beneficial outcome. Oh
sure, then I was thankful. We call it a blessing
in disguise—because, paradoxically, it was a
bad thing with a good outcome. 
Given a choice, we’d rather not have a mixed

bag. We’d prefer good things over bad, blessings
over adversities, assets over liabilities. Yet major
life transitions are often mixed bags—things
that are difficult to endure, but ultimately yield
positive results. That being the case, why would

we use our blessings or adversities as a

barometer of our standing with God?

I’m thinking maybe we ought to take a far
broader view, and vigorously thank God for
the whole enchilada, gristly bits and habanero
peppers included. In this temporal, world, we
are required to navigate euphoria and despair,
triumph and disaster. If it isn’t one thing—it’s

another! As Gilda Radner’s character on
Saturday Night Live, Roseanne Roseanadana,
used to say, “It’s always something.”

If we can learn to step back and consider all
these somethings together, and begin to see, as
Richard Rohr observes, “that God is in all
situations, and that God can and will use even
bad situations for good, then everything and
everywhere becomes an occasion for good and
an encounter with God.”
Then we can see our way clear to “give thanks

in all circumstances; for this is God’s will for you
in Christ Jesus” (1 Thessalonians 5:18). q

—Monte Wolverton



“And when I give thanks for

the seemingly microscopic, I

make a place for God to grow

within me.”—Ann Voskamp
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Quotes &

Connections

Contrasting physical institutions,

each a part of the “body” of Christ,

with Jesus Christ, the “Head” of the

body, English scholar W.F. Adeney

said: “This is an institution founded by

Christ himself. It is his own body, the

body of which he is the Head. But

there is a great perversion when the

body is put in the place of the Head,

and is thought to perform its

functions. The Churchly notion of

religion is that men are saved through

their connection with the Church….

As a fact, multitudes of people are led

to think much more of their inclusion

in the Church than of their being in

Christ. The assertion that there is no

salvation outside the Church is soon

twisted into the idea that there is

salvation for all in the Church, and

that membership therein is the

primary condition of salvation.”
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“Jesus was a prophet who

came into the world not to

confirm the mighty in their seats

but to exalt the humble and the

meek.”—Arnold Toynbee

SOUP’S READY!

Spiritual Soup for the Hungry Soul

Volume 3 is now available. This

collection of 48 uplifting devotions

can help guide your thoughts each

week of the year. Order by phone

1-800-309-4466 or check out our

website www.ptm.org/books.

The CWR Bible Survey is a
fascinating journey through the 66
books we call the Bible—a journey
designed to help you discover the
good news that God has for each
of us. Available only in pdf form
online at www.ptm.org/survey.

“Children play naturally. They can be

talked into playing with anyone; even 

those from the other end of the playground.

Adults line up as mortal enemies. True

greatness is the refusal to recognize

anyone as an enemy, only as a fellow

hurting human being.”— Leonard Sweet


